We propose a novel method that exploits visual information of ideograms and logograms in analyzing Japanese review documents. Our method first converts font images of Japanese characters into character embeddings using convolutional neural networks. It then constructs document embeddings from the character embeddings based on Hierarchical Attention Networks, which represent the documents based on attention mechanisms from a character level to a sentence level. The document embeddings are finally used to predict the labels of documents. Our method provides a way to exploit visual features of characters in languages with ideograms and logograms. In the experiments, our method achieved an accuracy comparable to a character embedding-based model while our method has much fewer parameters since it does not need to keep embeddings of thousands of characters.
Introduction
Some languages like Japanese and Chinese have ideograms and logograms that are characters representing words or phrases by themselves. In these languages, such kinds of characters usually have the same visual (surface) components (radicals) when they have similar semantic or phonetic features. Figure 1 illustrates three Japanese Kanji characters related to fish. These Kanji characters share the same visual components unlike English characters or words. This kind of shared components often appears in the Kanji characters as shown in Table 1 . Most natural languages methods, however, ignore the visual information since they often treat texts as sequences of symbolic val- ues like integer indices. They therefore lose significant useful information in processing texts in such languages. Furthermore, these languages usually contain many kinds of characters. For example, a typical Japanese character set JIS X 0213 contains 11,233 different characters including Hiraganas, Katakanas, and Kanjis. This large number of characters often makes it difficult to apply recent character embedding models to such languages, and this fact prompts us to reduce the number of parameters used to store information for characters. We propose a novel method to analyze Japanese review documents with exploiting the visual information of ideograms and logograms. Our method extends character-based Hierarchical Attention Networks (HAN) (Yang et al., 2016) by incorporating visual information of characters. The method first builds character embeddings from their font images and then feeds them as inputs into the character-based HAN.
Our main contribution is to show the usability of font images as potential character representation not to use them as additional information but to substitute for integer indices. Our method represents documents without the need for external character dictionaries like radical dictionaries and without depending on the characters such as Hiraganas, Katakanas, and Kanjis. Additionally, we show our method can simplify a baseline model with reducing the number of parameters by adopting a convolutional neural network (CNN) to extract character features from font images.
Baseline model
Our method is based on a review classification model named Hierarchical Attention Networks (HAN) (Yang et al., 2016) . We employ this method since this is one of the state-of-the-art methods in sentiment classification on English datasets of Yelp, IMDB, Yahoo Answer, and Amazon reviews, and we aim to evaluate the visual information on the state-of-the-art model. The HAN model is composed of bidirectional Recurrent Neural Networks of Gated Recurrent Units (GRU-RNNs). The RNNs are stacked hierarchically from a word level to a sentence level. The model encodes a sequence of lower-level embeddings to an upper-level embedding in a bottom up manner with attention mechanisms. For example, a sentence embedding is calculated from the word embeddings in a sentence, and a document embedding is calculated from the sentence embeddings in a document. The attentions are calculated using the outputs of lower-level RNNs and then applied to the outputs to calculate the embedding of each upper-level element as follows:
where l i is the embedding of a i-th lower-level element in a sequence and u is the embedding of an upper-level element. W w , b w and c are parameters to be tuned during training. c also provides a way to investigate the grounds of predictions with attention mechanisms. This hierarchical architecture allows to suppress the effects of gradient vanishing when RNNs are applied to long sequences.
Proposed method
We propose a novel model that utilizes visual font image information of characters to represent characters. Using font images for Japanese has several merits compared with symbolic features of characters. First, font images are available to any characters unlike some character-specific features that need to be treated differently. For instance, radicals are specific to Kanjis, and dictionaries are required to extract such features. Second, we should be able to find proper font images for characters in some way most of the time. That is because most datasets are composed of documents written on some computers and people should not use characters that do not have proper font images as they cannot be rendered on their systems. Third, we can reduce the number of parameters. We convert each font image into its corresponding character embedding with CNN and incorporate them into a character-based HAN model, which is a straight-forward extension of the HAN model with character-level RNNs 1 .
Font images are extracted as fixed-size images, and they are used statically throughout training and evaluation. All the pixel values in the font images, which are originally with a range of [0, 255) of integers, are normalized into real values with a range of [0, 1). The CNN consists of five convolutional layers interleaved by pooling layers 2 . We stack the character-based HAN on the top of the CNN to hierarchically structure documents from characters to words, sentences, and documents. The final document embeddings are passed to softmax functions through a hidden layer to predict sentiment labels. Since our task consists of multiple classification tasks, we prepare an individual softmax function for each classification task in the output layer with sharing the hidden layer.
Experiments

Dataset
We used 320,000 reviews in the dataset of Rakuten Travel review 3 . We split them into training, development, and test data with 300,000, 10,000, and 10,000 reviews respectively. The task is multicategory sentiment classification; the task consists of 6-class (0 (no rating) and 1 (bad) to 5 (good)) sentiment classifications for seven categories (location, room, food, bath, service, facility, and overall). All documents were normalized by NFKC Unicode normalization and then by a Japanese text normalizer neologdn 4 . The documents were segmented into sentences by a regular expression, and every sentence was segmented into words by a Japanese morphological analyzer MeCab (Kudo et al., 2004) .
Character and word vocabularies were constructed from those appeared more than nine times in training and development datasets 5 . As a result, we chose 2,709 characters from 3,630 characters. We employed the IPA Gothic TrueType font 6 to represent characters.
Experimental settings
We compared our font-based model with the character-based HAN. We used Python and TensorFlow to implement the models, and ran them on an NVidia GeForce GTX TITAN X. We reimplemented the HAN model from scratch and extended it to implement our model.
We optimized all the models by Adam with suggested parameters on the paper (Kingma and Ba, 2015) . We employed mini-batch training and font images without pre-training, but it did not work well even after many training epochs.
3 http://www.nii.ac.jp/dsc/idr/en/ rakuten/rakuten.html 4 https://github.com/ikegami-yukino/ neologdn 5 We empirically chose this threshold. We got lower score when we used all the characters.
6 http://ipafont.ipa.go.jp/ batch sizes were fixed to 16. For the characterbased HAN, character, word, sentence and document embedding sizes were set to 100, 150, 100 and 50 respectively. Note that the embedding sizes for the inputs of upper layer (RNN or hidden layer) were doubled before they were fed to the upper layer since GRU-RNNs were bidirectional and embeddings of outputs from lower forward and backward RNNs were concatenated. For example, the size of the last hidden layer was set to 100. We tuned the other hyper-parameters in a greedy strategy. As for regularization, we applied L2 regularization with a scale of 1e-8 and did not use dropout. The model was updated in 66,348 times. As for our font-based model, the font images were represented as 2-dimensional matrices of 64×64 single-channel images with 8-bit depth. Each hidden image from each pooling layer in the CNN part of our model had 32 channels. The resulting hidden images were 2x2 32-channel images, which were then flatten as character embeddings before they were fed to the RNN that converted character embeddings into word embeddings. The sizes of word, sentence, and document embeddings were set to 150, 100 and 50 respectively. We updated the model in 206,230 times from scratch without any regularization or any pretraining of the CNN.
Results
We show the numbers of parameters for character embeddings in Table 2 . This table shows that our model needs less parameters than the character embedding-based model since the number of parameters in our model does not depend on the number of character types. This table indicates that character-based HAN can keep only 374 characters with the similar model size to ours.
The accuracies of the models on the Rakuten Travel dataset are shown in Table 3 . We show the results with an embeddings-based classification method by Toyama et al. (2016) for reference. As the table shows, the plain HAN works better than the existing method and our method achieved an accuracy comparable to a plain HAN. The result indicates two insights. First, our model extracted character features successfully from font images in spite of the complexity of images, deep CNN architecture and less parameters, and the font images can be an alternative for symbolic character Method #parameters character-based HAN 270,900 Our method 37,312 Table 3 : Accuracies of methods on the Rakuten Travel dataset indices in representing characters. Second, the use of font images to represent characters is reasonable for the multi-category sentiment classification.
Related work
Many deep learning models have been proposed for sentiment classification and have achieved the state-of-the-art performance. These models grasp and utilize dynamics in natural languages, such as negation and emphasis relations among words and sentences. Yang et al. (2016) proposed Hierarchical Attention Networks (HAN), which are composed of hierarchically stacked RNNs, and each RNN captures dynamics of words or sentences.
Our model extends this model by incorporating visual information of characters. Some shallow models are still comparable with the deep learning models. FastText (Joulin et al., 2016 ) employs a multi-layer perceptron, which constructs a hidden document embedding from unigram and bigram embeddings and classifies the document using the document embedding. Our CNN model can be used to incorporate visual features of characters into these models.
The most similar work to ours is the work by Costa-juss et al. (2017) since they used font images in their method, although their target task is not review classification but neural machine translation. They initialized embeddings with bitmap fonts, and they achieved a better BLEU score than a baseline method without bitmap fonts of Chinese characters. They, however, did not directly incorporated the font images into their models unlike ours and they used the font information as additional information, so the parameters were increased by using font images in their model. Several other related work has exploited processing the character components, mostly radicals, in Japanese (Yencken and Baldwin, 2008) and Chinese (Jin et al., 2012; Lepage, 2014; Shi et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015; Dong et al., 2016) . Sun et al. (2014) proposed radical-enhanced Chinese character embeddings for word segmentation in Chinese. They utilized radical information of Chinese characters using a radical-mapping dictionary. Their model consists of two models for words segmentation and radical prediction with sharing parameters of character embeddings. They incorporate the radical information into character embeddings by this radical prediction. Their method was tailored for Chinese where all the characters have radicals as character components. Some kinds of Japanese characters like Hiraganas and Katakanas are syllabograms that do not represent words, so their method is not directly applicable to Japanese. Also, most of the existing work depends on dictionaries. Our method models the visual character information directly, so our method is applicable to Chinese or any other languages without any dictionary.
Conclusion
We proposed a method for a multi-category sentiment classification that exploits font images as potential representation of documents. The experimental results showed that our method performs as well as the plain character-based HAN on a dataset of Rakuten Travel reviews with reducing the number of parameters. The results suggest that our method can utilize visual features of font images successfully to represent characters and such visual information works well for multi-category sentiment classification.
As future work, we would like to investigate the better modeling of the font images by incorporating an attention mechanism to represent the locations of font images. This will enable us to investigate how our model works on the task by checking whether the visual attentions are paid on character components like radicals in Kanji characters. We would also like to compare and/or combine our method with its variants with more symbolic character features like radial information from Kanji dictionaries. That should help existing methods to run on test datasets with the existence of unknown characters since our method does depend not on artificial hand-crafted features of characters ex-tracted from dictionaries that may lack some rare characters but only on visual information of characters.
